case study: Hotel Program Manager

BOOKED SOLID
Anfitriones grows hotel bookings – and revenues –
with negotiated rates solution by Sabre
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Ambition
Anfitriones, one of Mexico’s leading travel management companies, struggled
for years to manage its negotiated hotel programs in a collection of detached
documents and databases. Manual searches caused delays and lost revenue
opportunities.
Now Anfitriones has gained visibility and volume with Hotel Program Manager by
Sabre. All negotiated rates and content are actionable in one simple-to-use view –
and bookings are up 30%.

Abigail Lara doesn’t sleep well unless her

Lara also oversees negotiated hotel programs

clients do, too.

for Anfitriones. It’s her job to make sure

Lara isn’t a sleep expert, but she is an expert
at finding a place to sleep. That’s a big part

programs, rates and amenities are up to date
and ready for booking.

of her role as Director of Reservations for

And as all experienced corporate travel

Anfitriones, one of Mexico’s leading travel

managers know, hotels matter – a lot.

management companies (TMC) and meeting
planner agencies.
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Shopping the preferred amenities and rates,

Like many TMCs, Anfitriones has had its

“Seasoned travelers appreciate productivity

and ensuring their bookability can make all the

challenges handling negotiated hotel programs.

and value in their hotel programs like free Wi-Fi,

difference to business travelers who not only

The extra time required to manage them

complimentary breakfast and shuttles,” says

tend to be more profitable – but also more vocal.

manually takes its toll in terms of productivity,

Lara. “So, managing their hotel programs is one

throughput and hotel leakage.

of our biggest opportunities to demonstrate

“Our corporate clients expect service and selection,
especially when it comes to their preferred hotels,”

To streamline bookings and create more

says Lara. “And we’ve got to deliver in order to

revenue opportunities, Anfitriones adopted

earn their business year after year.”

Hotel Program Manager in Sabre Red

savings and service. Using Hotel Program
Manager makes it easier and faster for us to
deliver on this promise.”

Workspace.

Since we’ve started using
Hotel Program Manager,
our hotel bookings are up
30 percent year over year. We’re clearly
being more successful at attaching
more rooms, fulfilling client needs, and
driving more topline revenue for our
own operations.

Abigail Lara
Director of Reservations
Anfitriones
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Action: Product, Perks and Pricing All in One Place
“Managing negotiated hotel programs was a

Raul Del Olmo manages negotiated hotel program

Uploading our negotiated

completely manual and time-consuming process

details and global accounts for POSADAS, one of

for us before Hotel Program Manager,” says Lara.

the largest and most influential hotel groups in

hotel rates and amenities

“We searched other channels and book rooms

Mexico. Hotel Program Manager is making his

separately. It was very difficult to track this activity

job on the supply-side faster and more efficient.

and there was a lot of wasted time.”

On the Anfitriones side, account managers

by agency and company
is much faster and easier now with
Hotel Program Manager. Before it
took hours, but now it’s a matter of

“Productivity improved immediately when we went

can now pull up a list of hotel program names

live with Hotel Program Manager,” says Lara. “We

with associated client codes. The intuitive user

minutes. It creates a more profitable

could pull up the right programs, for the right

interface guides them through the proper screens

way for us to merchandise and sell our

clients, and book more accurately and confidently.”

and functions for booking.

rooms. It decreases calls and increases

Travelers and agencies aren’t the only

“Having negotiated hotel programs in one view

throughput.

stakeholders that benefit. Hotel suppliers also

creates a quicker and cleaner experience for

gain a faster, more precise way to upload their

us and our clients,” says Lara. “We can book

rates and amenities.

what they want, at their rates, and they get one
consolidated itinerary from us with all their travel
plans in one email.”

Hotel Program Manager allows
Anfitriones to create, authorize, view, and
book available hotel programs, all within
the Sabre Red Workspace workflow.

Create

Authorize

Raul Del Olmo
GDS and Global Accounts
POSADAS

View

Book
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Outcomes: Hotel Program Manager Pays Off
In previous years, Anfitriones has sold about

“Bookability and client fulfillment are always

250,000 hotel rooms per year. Better visibility

key goals for us,” says Lara. “Hotel Program

to negotiated hotel programs has contributed

Manager is helping us retain and expand

to a double-digit growth in bookings.

our business with current clients and is an

“Since we’ve started using Hotel Program

important selling point for new ones.”

Manager, our hotel bookings are up 30% year

Hotel Program Manager is the latest in a long

over year,” says Lara.

history of solutions that have led Anfitriones

“We’re clearly being more successful at
attaching more rooms, fulfilling client needs,
and driving more topline revenue for our own
operations.”
With Hotel Program Manager, Anfitriones
also gets better insights into activity and
opportunities with back-end reporting.
Lara can track availability, expiration and
transaction history with a suite of printable
or exportable reports. Information on volume
and frequency helps with negotiations and
contracting, too.

to rely exclusively on Sabre. Trust and
performance have been the standard over the
16-year partnership.
“Sabre is constantly coming up with new
products, services and innovations, they
are always looking to improve their travel
technology,” says Lara. “Hotel Program
Manager is another example of that and it’s
making a big difference in our business.”

Anfitriones Grows Hotel Room Volume by
30% with Hotel Program Manager
Anfitriones is one of Mexico’s largest travel

Anfitriones started using Hotel Program

management companies and meeting

Manager in Sabre Red Workspace for higher

planner agencies delivering event, meeting

productivity, seamless integration, and better

and corporate travel planning for clients

back-end reporting.

nationwide. Making negotiated hotel
programs easier and simpler to manage is
making corporate clients happier, and the
bottom line healthier.

+30%

Anfitriones has seen hotel bookings grow by
30% and now has better data to identify gaps
and fine-tune its programs for even better
performance.

hotel
bookings
growth
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